
From the best selling brand in the U.S.A.*

PerfectPlaces™ system
The PerfectPlaces™ system with nine 
storage zones makes this our most 
flexible refrigerator EVER**. Now, 
your refrigerator adjusts to meet 
your family’s needs. Purposefully 
designed to help you organize 
fresh and frozen favorites so you’re 
ready for whatever comes next.

StoreRight™ system
Dual cooling keeps food fresh 
and helps reduce freezer burn. An 
advanced dual cooling system keeps 
food stored in ideal environments 
by sensing conditions and adjusting 
humidity levels automatically.

Resource Saver™ system
Panoramic LED lighting is brighter and 
uses less energy than incandescent 
bulbs. Now, finding exactly what you 
are looking for is easier than ever.

FEATURING

DOUBLE DRAWER  
REFRIGERATOR



NEW

Double Drawer Refrigerator

* Based on 12-month average of unit sales. Refrigeration, Cooking, Dishwashers, and Laundry appliances. Traqline, 2014.
**Based on combined refrigerator and freezer storage options and adjustable features 
***Based on NSF rated 6 month refrigerator filters flowing .75gpm–.80 gpm.  ®/™ ©2015 Whirlpool.  All rights reserved.  6/15.  Form No. WR150130

WRV996FDEM/H/E

26 cu. ft.  

 Filtered Ice and Water 
EveryDrop™ water filter reduces the 
most contaminants*** 
FILTER 2

StoreRight™ system
 • Dual cooling

PerfectPlaces™ system
 •   Self-close 5-temperature selection 

drawer with a thaw setting
 •   Self-close produce drawer

 • Extra full shelf

 • Tuck shelf

 •  Triple crisper with auto-humidity control

 • Small items bin

 •  Gallon door bins

 •   Triple-tier freezer storage 

 • Pizza pocket

Resource Saver™ system
 • Panoramic LED lighting

EasyView™ system
 • Underlit shelves

PRODUCT MODEL NUMBERS PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

Bottom Mount Refrigerator

WRV976FDE WRV986FDE
WRV996FDE

Electrical: A 115 volt, 60 Hz, AC only 15- or 
20-amp fused, grounded electrical supply is 
required. It is recommended that a separate 
circuit serving only your refrigerator and 
approved accessories be provided. Use an 
outlet that cannot be turned o� by a switch. 
Do not use an extension cord.

Water: A cold water supply with water  
pressure between 35 and 120 psi (241 and 
827 kPa) is required to operate the water  
dispenser and ice maker. If you have 
questions about your water pressure, call a 
licensed, qualified plumber.

NOTE: If the water pressure is less than 
what is required, the flow of water from the 
water dispenser could decrease or ice cubes 
could be hollow or irregular shaped.

Reverse Osmosis Water Supply:
IMPORTANT: The pressure of the water 
supply coming out of a reverse osmosis 
system going to the water inlet valve of the 
refrigerator needs to be between 35 and 120 
psi (241 and 827 kPa).

IMPORTANT: This refrigerator is designed for indoor, household use only.
To ensure proper ventilation for your refrigerator, allow for a ¹⁄2 " (1.25 cm) of space on each side 
and at the top. Allow for a 1" (2.54 cm) space behind the refrigerator. If your refrigerator has an 
ice maker, allow extra space at the back for the water line connections. When installing your 
refrigerator next to a fixed wall, leave a 3³⁄4" (9.5 cm) minimum space between the refrigerator and 
wall to allow the door to swing open.
NOTE: This refrigerator is intended for use in a location where the temperature ranges from a 
minimum of 55°F (13°C) to a maximum of 110°F (43°C). The preferred room temperature range for 
optimum performance, which reduces electricity usage and provides superior cooling, is between 
60°F (15°C) and 90°F (32°C). It is recommended that you do not install the refrigerator near a heat 
source, such as an oven or radiator.

LOCATION REQUIREMENTS

Because Whirlpool Corporation policy includes a continuous commitment to improve 
our products, we reserve the right to change materials and specifications without notice.

Dimensions are for planning purposes only. For complete details, see Installation 
Instructions packed with product. Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Model Size

Height - 
Overall 

“A”

Height - 
Top of 

Cabinet 
“B”

Depth - 
With Handles 

“C”

Depth - 
Without 
Handles 

“D”

Depth - 
Cabinet Only 

“E”

Width - 
Cabinet 

“F”

25.8 70¹⁄8 "
(178.1 cm)

68³⁄8"
(173.7 cm)

35³⁄4"
(90.8 cm)

33¹⁄2 "
(85.1 cm)

29"
(73.7 cm)

36"
(91.4 cm)

overal
70¹/8”

l

top of
cabinet

F

not incl.
handle

D

incl.
handle

cabinet
E

3³⁄4 " (9.5 cm)

¹⁄2 " (1.25 cm)

683/8”

353/4”

331/2”

36”

29”

Available colors

M
Monochromatic 
Stainless Steel

H
White Ice

E
Black Ice

ACCESSORIES & REPLACEMENT PARTS

FreshFlow™ air filter
W10346771A

EveryDrop™ water filter 
FILTER 2

Coolvox™ Kitchen Sound System
WRC36DB


